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Go to any decent bookstore and you'll likely find a whole host of graphic novels aimed at adults, crossing every genre imatable - there's so much though, it's always hard to decipher what are truly the best graphic novels for adults. Even if you live somewhere that no longer has a place to buy hard copies
of books, the app comitology allows you to read thousands of comics on your phone or tablet. UPDATE: We've added two classics to the best adult graphic novel list. Maus has a fantastic narrative about the Holocaust, told from the perspective of the Nazis being cats and Jews are mice. Another book is
Persepolis, which presents Marjane Satrapi's life in Tehran, during the Islamic Revolution and the war with Iraq. It's a funny, touching, eye-opening read. It helps that they have constant sales to attract you to building a nice large collection that you never have time to read. To help you with your comic book
journey, we've picked out 15 graphic novels for adults that are worth your time - from comics to journalism, dystopian sci-fi, and even one story featuring superheroes. Once we've added any of your favorites, remember to vote or vote that has your say. This comic book series is one of the most popular,
and well-received, all the time. Published by DC Comics (later under the vertigo imprint), it's about a character called Sandman, Dream or Morpheus. It follows the story of him and the endless, personalized, metaphysical being representing Lust, Despair, Delirium, Destiny, Death, and Destruction. It's one
of the few graphic novels ever to be on the New York Times Best-Seller list (with Watchmen) and it's a blend of horror, myth and fantasy that is beautifully illustrated by a variety of artists across the series, including Sam Keith and Malcolm Jones III. It's also a comic series that pushed Neil Gaiman's career
into the stratosphere. The entire series has a series of ten trade paperbacks, but there are additional spin-off stories about Gaiman himself, and others that are also worth reading. Including Death, a commercial paper for Dream's sister. Writer: Neil Gaiman, Illustrator: Sam Keith, Mike Dringenberg,
Malcom Jones III (and many others throughout the series). Published by DC Comics in 1986 and 1987, Watchmen is one of the most popular, as well as award-winning, graphic novels in history. Although it was published over the course of two years, you can now get your hands on the single volume
edition. It is set in alternate history, where superheroes emerged in the 1940s and 1960s, changing the course of events. For example, the two biggest differences are that the United States won the Vietnam War and the Watergate break-in has never been exposed. This is an unusual superhero story, but
also a very apt satire or superhero concept that reflects the current concerns of those who are in power. Although it has already a popular comic with huge critical acclaim, it's been a recent revival of interest since the HBO series Watchmen was released last month. The series, which can be viewed on
Now TV in the UK, is based on the original series and set in the same alternate history, but it is set 34 years later. Writer: Alan Moore, Illustrator/ Letterer: Dave Gibbons, Colorist: John HigginsS Alan Moore's greatest work - at least one of the most adults you should read - From Hell is about Jack the
Ripper murders. But it's not an enigmatic story. It's about the city of London at this point, and how the murders are almost a prelude to a century of horrors coming, some elements of the story bordered on science fiction. It's an entrancing read, grimly detailed art by Eddie Campbell that perfectly brings the
underbelly of London to life. Although originally published in black and white, Campbell is currently working on a gorgeous color version of the story with subtitled Master Edition. Writer: Alan Moore The Artist: Eddie CampbellMaus is a devastating graphic novel that adapts the atrocities of the Holocaust in
a very post-modern way, using mice and cats and other animals to portray characters in the book. Art Spiegelman tells an autobiographical narrative about him and his relationship with his father, an Auschwitz survivor. Maus was the first comic to win the Pulitzer Prize. Art, by the author, paved the way for
a form of truly accepted, well, art. Vision, the Avengers android hero, builds himself a family of androids then moves to a small town in America. The family's doomed attempts to adapt to make this compelling and unusual Marvel book, completely independent of the twelfth issues gathered here. This is
(exactly) compared to the Twilight Zone episode, and contains more than a few nasty twists. This particular book even got the nogist approval of Vision's MCU actor Paul Bettany. Writer: Tom King/ Artist: Gabriel WaltaA's noir mystery set in a world full of anthropomorphic creatures, blacksad is basically
about a giant cat solving the murder of another cat. In this universe, each character is assigned to an animal that fits their personality. It's as accomplished as the noir movies that inspired it, and there are two more volumes when it first captures your imagination. Writer: Juan Diaz Channels / Artist: Juanjo
GuarnidoMarjane Satrapi's autobiographical graphic novel is an absolute must read. He manages to distil the country in war and change, Tehran, and does so in a funny and touching way. Satrapi recounts what it was like to grow up during the Islamic Revolution, when your parents are Marxist and liberal
values are taken away. Once you've eaten the book, you'll head straight to the animated movie that was released in 2007 - it's co-directed by Satrapi and is just as joyous. Incal is the story you should if you've never come across the influential art of the late Jean Moebius Giraud, who here creates a
strange and wonderful futuristic universe for writer Jodorowsky, famous for his doomed Dune adaptation. Detective John Diphool reveals a mythical object called Incal, which puts him in the crosshairs of extremely powerful people. It seems as if the Fifth Element would not exist without it, because its
predecessor - Giraud worked that way. Writer: Alejandro Jodorowsky / Artist: Jean Moebius GiraudAfter his neighbor is murdered in the late '60s in Chicago, a young girl tries to uncover what really happened, documented in the form of a diary full of classic monster movie imagery. Each page is scrawled
on pen-lined paper - a clever storytelling format that offers both a dazzling art and a real sense of characterization. This was Emil Ferris's first published comics work, released when he was 55. Writer and artist: Emil FerrisJoe Sacco is a journalist who uses cartoons to tell his stories. His work is famous
and well respected, and the book Palestine is a great starting point for his style. Based on the two months spent in the occupied territories between 1991 and 1992, this book examines the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and its impact on the Palestinian people. His journey is presented mainly through a
fascinating series of encounters with strangers, which creates powerful empathy for those who are represented. Writer and artist: Joe SaccoIn in a future where the real world is so unhappy it is essentially buried under layers of augmented reality network, inventor Fin finds himself locked out, and begins
to uncover a conspiracy that explains why. The digital dystopia presented by Square Eyes is hardly busy and psychedelic, as opposed to the almost ruins of modern greys. The building of the world in this book is extraordinary. Take the time to absorb the crowd details and bits of characterization layered
into Anna Mill's art. Writer: Luke Jones, Anna Mill/Artist: Anna MillMany of other Marvel comics and movies explore the S.H.I.E.L.D. comic series by Jonathan Hickman and Dustin Weaver. It explores the deep, dark and hidden beginning of S.H.I.E.L.D. and its beginnings. Hickman's writing is astonishing,
bringing the likes of history and iconic historical statues to create a rich secret history, along with Weaver's stunning art. The series ran from 2010 to 2011, but two more questions were published in 2018. The best bit of this series is it's not that long, which means it really packs a punch and it's great to
read if you want a fantastic story but don't want to invest in years to get up to speed or keep up with events. If you've never heard the remarkable story behind one of the most popular video Never, this graphic novel captures its creation perfectly. You will learn how it was developed by Alexey Pajitnov,
how various opportunists and even the Soviet government vied control of their rights, and how it eventually ended up in the Nintendo Game Boy console, where it became a phenomenon. This book says that the whole story with many surprising angles, some details that will completely shock you if you
are not familiar with the game's journey. Writer and artist: Box BrownA woman named Sabrina goes missing, and tapes begin to emerge to show her murder. This story shows how these events affect people in his life, and how their grief has been supplemented in a strange and intrusive way by talking



about crime in modern times: the internet's obsession with seeing videos as a question, and how the perpetrator is given undue attention. Sabrina is hard to read, but it's a perfect exploration of how little privacy we allow people to face such terrible events. Writer and artist: Nick DrnasoMant of
collaboration between writer Ed Brubaker and artist Sean Phillips is all worth checking out, from the Lovecraft-meets-noir story of Fatale to the long-running Criminal series. This late '40s Hollywood crime story set at the time of Blacklist is perhaps the easiest to pick up because it's just 12 questions long.
It's a perfect read if you enjoy the excellent Old Hollywood podcast you have to remember it, and explores the era of questionable morality and tendency to create instant sacrifices. Writer: Ed Brubaker / Artist: Sean Phillips Phillips
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